ON THE ORIGINOF 'REVERSE
PTEOCHROISM'
OF A
PHIOGOPITE*
c. H. FAYE1 eNo D. D. HOGARTH,

AssrRAcr
The visible.spectra of phloggpite with a reversely pleochroic schemeconsist essentially
^
of three bands in the 450-550 mp. region superimposed on the wing of a strongly pleochroic band centred in the ultraviolet region. The spectra have the*ir greatest i"i"ir"ity
when polarized light vibrates normal to the cleavage plane, tJ:e reveise of micas with
normal pleochroic schemes.By comparing the phlogopite spectra with those of an iron
grthogla,seand FeCla-, materials which are known to contain tetrahedrally-coordinated
Fe8+,it has been established that the three-band system in the visible region is also due
to this ion. The background absorption is considered to be due to in or- + f'sa+
charge-transfer band which is most intense when the vibration direction is coincident
with the 02- (unbridged)-Fe bond perpendicular to (001) in the iron-bearing tetrahedra.

INrnooucrron
Recent studies in the Mines Branch laboratory have been devoted to
an understanding of the origin of colour and pleochroism in ferromagnesian silicates (Faye, 1968, 1968a; Faye, Manning and Nickel,
1968). It was shown, for example,that the pleochroismof phlogopite,
biotite and chlorite with normal schemescan be directly related to the
electronic interaction of Fe2+ and other ions in the octahedral layer
parallel to the cleavageplane (Faye, 1968o).A pre-requisite for this kind
of interaction is the overlapping of lobes of the tzo set of d orbitals of
adjacent ions sharing octahedral edges.The pleochroism of the sheet
silicates was found to be strongly influenced by the Fe2+--+Fea+interaction' and it was suggested(Faye, Manning and Nickel, 1g68) that this
might be among the more important and widespread causesof pleochroism in ferromagnesian silicates.

The so-called normally pleochroic micas exhibit their most intense
absorption spectrum when tjre electric vector (E) of polarized light
vibrates in a direction parallel to (001)-(Ell(001)).The Ell(001) spectra
are essentiallythe samein all directions. Expressedin terms of absorption
parallel to the principal vibration directions,X 1y : Z.
Recently the authors had occasionto measurethe polarized absorption
spectra of a red-brown phlogopite from Old Chelsea, eu6bec, which
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exhibited marked reverse pleochroism, i.e., a pleochroic scheme in which
the E I (001) spectrum is more intense than the EJI(001) spectrum.
Because of the apparent conflict with the previous interpretation of the
normal pleochroism of the sheet silicates (Faye, 1968a) it was decided to
examine the spectra of the Chelsea phlogopite in detail with the object
of understanding the processes responsible for its pleochroism.
The literature reveals that Grum-Grzhimailo and Rimskaya-Korsakova
(1964) studied a phlogopite with "anomalous inverse absorption spectra"
and concluded that this is due to the presence of Fea+ in tetrahedral sites
substituting for A1, but other than stating that "a light ray oscillating at
right angles to the cleavage plane encounters more iron ions than is the
case in the NoN. plane and is, therefore, absorbed more intensely" they
did not attempt to explain the mechanism(s) responsible for the pleochroism.
ExppmunNral
OId, Chelsea PhlogoPite
The specimens were obtained from the Petrology Collection of the
University of Ottawa as thin sections (-0'003 cm) mounted on glass
slides. Sections were cut from specimens taken from the contact of
dolomitic marble (possibly carbonatite) and aplite from Mcloskey's
field, approximately 5$ miles northwest of Old Chelsea, Qu6bec. A brief
description of the geology of these rocks was given by Hogarth (1966).
X-ray and optical studies revealed that the phlogopite is normal meroxene
of the 1 M structure type with optic orientation Y : b, dispersion
and "in plane" absorption Y > Z (barely apparent in
v ) r, 2Yr:8o,
thick sections). To obtain the spectra of transverse (I(001)) and basal
or cleavage sections, areas of suitable size and known orientation were
selected and masked with black ink. The chemical analysis of the Old
Chelsea phlogopite is given in Table 1.
T ernpl,eton P hl,ogopite :
This material and its polarized spectra (Fig. 2) have been described
previously (Faye, 1968o).
M easurement of SPectra:
All spectra were measured at room temperature with a Beckman
DK-2A recording spectrophotometer and the experimental details are
similar to those reported previously (Faye, 1968o).
In measuring the spectra, Polaroid film was used as the polarizer.
Because the film is ineffective at wavelengths )800 mtrr, all spectra in
Figs. 1 and 2 arc unpolarized beyond 800 mp.
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Tlsr-B 1. Crrnurcal Arnr-vsrs or Or-oCrsr-sre Pu,ocorrrs
Arar-vsr-H. B. Wrrr. HELsTNKT
Atoms based
otM
positive charges

Weight, per cent
NazO
I.rO
CaO

0.46
9.79
0.20
26.05
0.05

o.r7

sio,

4.08
9.97
41.37
2.66

Na
K
Ca
Mg
Mn
Ti
Fe2+
AI
Si
Fe8+

HzO
F

4.L5
2.L5

OH
F

Mso

MnO
Ti02
FeO
AlzOs
FerOs

Total
lessO=F

o

0. 128
L . 7 9 5 L.gru
0.031
5.582
0.006 6.097
0.018
0.49L
1 .689
5.948 7.925
0.288
19.488
3 . 9 8 0 24.46
0.978

101.10
0.91
100.19

Approximate extinction coefficientswere calculated from the expression e : A/(C X l), where -4 is the absorbanceat band maximum, Cis
the cation concentration in moles per litre and I is the thickness in cm.
Net absorbancevalues were determined visually by assuminga Gaussian
distribution under each spectral feature, and by taking into account the
background absorption and the possible overlapping of neighbouring
bands.
In calculating the molar concentration of Fe2+and Fea+in the Chelsea
phlogopite, it was assumedthat its density was B g/ml.
Por-entzpoAssonprroN Spscrne oF OLD CsBr,sBaPslocoprrB
Fig. L shows the E l- X and EllX spectra of the Old Chelseaphlogopite. It is immediately apparent that tlre pleochroic scheme of this
specimen is the reverse of that of the Templeton phlogopite whose
polarized spectra are shown in Fig. 2. The spectra in Fig. 1 also show
that there are tqro sourcesof visible pleochroism: the sloping wing of the
intense background absorbancecentered in the ultraviolet region, and
the bands centered at 19200, 20300 and 22700cm-l which are superimposed on the background absorption.
The E I X spectrum of the Old Chelseaphlogopite results in a pale
orange-browncolour which is due to progressivelydecreasingabsorption
of violet to yellow-green light in the 400-600 mp region. The relatively
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Frc. 1. Polarized and unpolarized (UN) spectra of transverse section of Old Chelsea
phlogopite, thickness -10-s cm; UN-curve is that of a basal section.
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Ftc.2, Polarized and unpolarized (uN) spectra of a transverse section of rempleton
phlogopite; tlickness 0.056 cm.
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Frc, 3. Part of the structure of phlogopite; modified after Berry and Mason (lgbg);
black circles represent Fe8+,Si4+; ringed black circles represent Fe2+,Mgz+.
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intense red-brown colour associatedwith the EllX spectrum is largely
due to the strong absorption of blue-green in the 450-550 mp region
together with more intense background absorption of the shorter wavelengths. In other words, the transmissionof the residual red, orange and
yellow gives rise to the red-brown colour.
The minor shouldersbetween 700 and 1200mp in the spectra of Fig. 1
are similar to corresponding bands in the spectra of the Templeton
phlogopite (Figure 2) and in other sheet silicates (Faye, 1968' 1968o);
their origin will be discussedbelow. Becausethesefeatures lie outside the
visible region (400 to 700 mp) they do not contribute to the colour of the
phlogopite.
InrBnpnsrarloN oF Spscrna op Or-o Csor-sBn Pnr,ocopnn
Fez+
Etid,encefor Octahed,ral,
It is well established that Fe2+is present in octahedral sites in the
sheet silicates and that the 6Tz--+6E transition gives rise to two bands
in the 9000 to 12000cm-r (-800-1100 mp) region of the absorption
spectra. Each band has an extinction coefficient, e, approximately in the
2-7 litrelmole.cm range (Faye, 1968,1968o)'
Although poorly defined, such a band (shoulder) system is present in
the spectra of Fig. 1 and therefore it is confidently assignedto pseudooctahedrally coordinated Fe2+.This assignmentis supported by the fact
that the estimated unpolarized extinction coefficient is approximately
Slitre/mole.cm, a value consistent with that found for other micas
(Faye, 1968).
It has been mentioned previously that the pleochroismof phlogopites'
biotites, chlorites etc. with normal schemes,is influencedby the electronic
interaction of adjacent Fd+ and Fes+ in the octahedral layers lying
parallel to (001). Such interaction is manifested by a polatized or pleochroic absorption band centered around 14000cm-1 (700 mp). It is
reasonable, then, to suggest that the more intense absorption of the
E J- X spectrum in the 650-950 mtrrregion is due.to Fe2+'-+ Fe3+interaction. It is to be emphasizedagain that this effect is so weak that it
does not affect the visible pleochroismin the phlogopite specimenunder
study. Although the concentrationsof both Fe2+and Fe* are appreciable
(3.2 and 1.9/6 respectively)the weaknessof the Fe?* --+Fe3+interaction
is a direct indication that the number of interacting ions in the octahedral
layer is very low.
Ettid,encefor Tetrakad,ral,Fd+
From previous studies on the absorption spectra of the sheet silicates
(Faye, 1968, 19684) it is known that both octahedrally coordinated
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Fe2+and Fe3+give rise to relatively weak (e - 0.1 to 2.0litre/mole.cm)
features in the visible region due to so-calledspin-forbidden transitions.
The prominent bands at 19200, 20300 and 227A0cm-t in the EllX
spectrum of Fig. L are very similar in energy to certain of those assigned
to octahedral Fe2+in biotite and chlorite spectra (Faye, 1968a);however,
their intensities based on total iron, are 1-2 orders of magnitude higher
than the latter, therefore tley cannot be attributed to Fes+.Indeed, if
such an assignmentwere made it would also be necessaryto accept that
spin-forbidden bands would be much more intense than those assigned
to the spin-allowedbands (e - S litre/mole.cm) of the 6'fz +6E transition of octahedral Fe2+.
The d,-d,spectrum of Fe3+in an octahedral environment contains a
number of low-intensity features (e ( Slitre/mole.cm) including an
especiallysharp and prominent band at approximately 2200V28000cm-l
(e.g., andradite (Manning, 1967), vesuvianite (Manning, 1968) and
muscovite (Faye, 1968)). This band has been assigned to tlle fieldindependent 6.4,r--r 4Ar4E(G)transition of octahedrally coordinated Fes+.
In no case known to the authors has this band been found to be pleochroic in the manner of the 22700cm-l band of the Old Chelseaphlogopite
spectra. Therefore, becauseof the pleochroic nature of the 22700,20900
and 19200cm-l bands of this phlogopite and their anomalously high
intensities, especially in the EllX spectrum, it is unlikely that they are
due to Fe8+in the octahedral layer of the mineral.
Having excluded the probability that the three pleochroic bands are
due to Fe2+or Fea+in the octahedral layer, it is reasonableto consider
that they may be due to Fe8+in tetrahedral sites in the manner suggested
by Grum-Grzhimailo and Rimskaya-Korsakova (1gG4). Indeed, this
suggestion is consistent with the results of Mdssbauer studies on Old
chelsea phlogopite which reveal the presenceof tetrahedrally coordinated
Fe8+(Brown and Hogarth, in preparation). Also, it is known that Fes+
may completely replace Al3+ in phlogopite (Steinfink, Lg62) and thus,
in the case of the Old Chelsea phlogopite, it seemsnecessaryfor the
purposes of charge balance, to assume that Al+ has been partially
replaced by Feg+ becauseTable f. indicates that the Als+ content is
unusually low. It is also noteworthy that synthetic phlogopite in which
Fe8+ proxies entirely for aluminium also exhibits the phenomenon of
reverse pleochroism (Veres, Merenkova and Ostrovskii, 1955; Wones,
1963).
Recently, the detailed absorption spectrum of tetrahedrally bonded
Fe3+in an iron orthoclasehas been recorded and transition assignmenrc
made for the spectral features (Faye, 1968b).Therefore, it is convenient
to comparethe orthoclasespectrum to that of the Old Chelseaphlogopite
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with the object of making transition assignments for the spectral features
of the latter. It is to be noted that Grum-Grzhimailo and RimskayaKorsakova (1964) also used the spectrum of an iron orthoclase for
comparison purposes.
In the ortJroclase spectrum (Table 2) there are three principal features,
the most intense of which was assigned to the field-independent
0Ar --+ aAraE(G) transition of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe+. It follows,
therefore. that the 22650 cm-l and 24000 cm-l bands are due to the
oAr --+nTt(G) and 6Ar +aTr(G) transitions respectively (Faye, 1968b).
By analogy then, it is reasonable to assign the 22700,20300 and
19200 cm-l features of the Old Chelsea phlogopite spectra to the
oAr--+aAraE, -->{z and --+aTr transitions respectively. As supporting
evidence for these assignments it is of interest to note (Table 2) the
similarity of the energy separations of the transitions of the phlogopite
spectrum with tfie corresponding ones of the spectra of orthoclase and
the FeCli ion (Ginsberg and Robin, 1963), both materials containing
Fe8+ in tetrahedral coordination.

Test,s2. Er*Bncv
r*ffilr1ilrl*

Transition
e41--+ 1A1aE(G)

* arz(G)
-

aTr(G)

Phlogo'
pite
22700

2o3oo
19200

d cm-r

2AO0
1100

fl:ffi*"HrrrroNs

Orthoclase

26500
24000
22650

d cm-r

2500
1350

oFMerBnrar,s
FeCl-a
in acetone
(measured by
author G.H.F,)

18700 I
r167001I
1 roaooI l
lr+zoo11

1r+iooJ
J

6

"*-'

2200
1100

That the transitions appear at disparate energy levels in the three
materials is certainly due to a shift of the field-independent terms
relative to the free ion values. Depression of the free ion term values is
considered to be indicative of covalent bonding (Ginsberg and Robin,
1963).
As stated previously, the optical pleochroism of the Old Chelsea
phlogopite is obviously related to the large change in intensity of the
spin-forbidden d,-d bands of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe8+ and the
background absorption from the ultraviolet region as the orientation of
the mineral section is changed in polarized light. To account for these
changes it is necessary to consider the manner in which the Fe3+-tetrahedra are oriented in the phlogopite structure (Fig. 3).
It is accepted that the red-brown colour of many ferric compounds is
due primarily to the low-energy wing of ligand --+ Fe3* charge-transfer
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processescentered in the ultraviolet region (Fyfe, 1g64; Cotton and
wilkinson, 7962). Thus the background absorption of the ord chelsea
phlogopite spectrum (Fig. 1) is probably due to O2- --+Fes+ charge
transfer.
From Fig. 3 it is evident that each Fe-tetrahedron is linked to an apex
of an octahedron by a unique Fes+-O(unbridged)bond that is perpendicular to (001).Becausethis is the only bond in the phlogopitestructure
(excluding Al and si tetrahedra) that is orthogonally related to the
principal optical directions, it is logical to assumethat the intensity of
the ultra-violet-centered background absorption should be most intense
in the EllX spectrum of Fig. 1, as observed.The charge-transferabsorption is also of appreciableintensity in the E t X spectrumI this can be
accountedfor by the magnitude of the resultants of the projections of the
remaining three Fe3+-o(unbridged)bonds in directions parallel to (001).
A somewhat more perplexing problem is posed by the anomalously
high intensity of the spin-forbiddend-d, bands of Fea+at22200,20A00
and 19200cm-r in the EllX spectrum of Fig. L. These bands, because
they are due to sextuplet -+ quadruplet transitions, are expected to be
of modestintensity as in the orthoclasespectrum (Faye, 1g6gb).It is to
be noted, however,that becauseof the mixing of d and p orbitals, spectral
intensities for tetrahedrally coordinated ions are in general appreciably
greater than for corresponding octahedrally coordinated ions (cotton,
1963,p. 237).
Tentatively, it is suggestedthat the enhanced intensity of the Fes+
bands in the EllX spectrum relative to those of the E a X spectrum,
of Fig. 1, is due to the greater degree of coupling (vibronic) between
electronic and vibrational states when the electric vector of the radiation
vibrates normal to the cleavageplane. It is not difficult to imagine that
the stretching mode of the Fe3+-O(unbridged)bond, 1001, might
influence the spectrum to a greater extent than correspondingmodes of
the three Fe-O(bridge) bonds.
CoNcr,usroN
We conclude that the present work describing the nature and origin
of the reverselypleochroicphlogopite, is compatible with that previously
madefor the sheetsilicateswith normal pleochroicschemes(Faye, 1968a).
TogetJrer, these works present consistent hypotheses about the pleochroism of the micas. It is to be noted however, that in caseswhere
transition metal ions other than iron (e.g.,Q1s*,1V[rr2*,
Mnsi, 1ia+) may
be present in substantial concentrations, the spectra will differ appreciably from those studied above.
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